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WELCOME  TO  THIS  WORKSHOP  WITH  THE  SUBJECT  

SUSTAINABLE  ANIMAL  ASSISTED  INTERVENTIONS.

For more than 10 years, we have educated 
visiting- and therapydogs in the Nordic region. In 
the course of those years we have accumulated 
some experience, and today we would like to 
share some of this experience with you.   
 
But first a little bit about ourselves:
With us today we have the Swedish Therapydog 
School, the Norwegian Therapydog School and 
the Finnish Therapydog School. Together we are 
the Nordic largest educational institution for 
visiting-, and therapydogs.
 
Sara Karlberg founded the Swedish Therapydog 
School in 2009. The Norwegian Therapydog 
School, was founded in 2011, and the Finnish 
Therapydog School in 2016. Together we have 
courses in 12 different cities.
 
Our aim is to educate dog teams for work in 
care for the elderly, schools and kinder-
gartens, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, 
psychiatry, etc. The teaching consists of both 
online and physical lectures, with practical 
training and practical visits.
Prior the admission to the study, an aptitude 
test is carried out, as far as possible, to clarify 
whether the dog ”and handler) is suitable for 
the assignment, based on individual 
characteristics and development possibilities.

We have chosen to have small classes as we 
would like to get to know each and every dog   
and handler individually. Every dog team is 
different. We prefer to stay close  and give 
individual guidance as well as class lectures, 
with the intention to form and guide them to 
become good, responsible AAI teams.
 
Besides educating regular therapydog teams, 
we offer a further education as R.E.A.D and 
FADDERHUND™ teams.  R.E.A.D. and 
FADDERHUND™ are trademarked, registered 
concepts aimed at the individual child and 
groups. 
 
The FADDERHUND concept was developed by 
the Swedish Therapydog School and Sara 
Karlberg. A concept that is tailor-made for 
training children to develop their empathic 
skills together with a pet team. R.E.A.D this is a 
concept where a pet team train reading skills 
with children developed by Intermountain 
Therapy Animals. 
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To make sure that the teams succeed, it“s 
important for dog and handler to cooperate. We 
like the term Co-workers. The subject of "Animal 
welfare" is central to our syllabus at all levels of 
education. The Nordic countries have strict 
regulations, and we take it a step further.
 
Our absolute conviction is that you take care of 
animal welfare through
 

Relationship
Recovery
Joy
Training
To notice and understand
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A good relationship between handler and dog 
should extend through both their work and 
everyday life together. This relationship is 
defined by warmth, mutual respect and 
cooperation. The dog needs to be able to feel 
safe with the handler in different situations 
and to be comfortable in each situation and 
when socialising with others.

Knowing your dog
Be able to understand and ÅreadÆ the dog
Always have the dog's best as a priority
Be your dog’s ambassador

When looking out for your dog and taking animal 
welfare seriously, you also secure the people 
involved.
 
We would like to talk a bit about what we mean by 
the concept a sustainable dog . It’s important that 
our four-legged work companions should last as 
long as possible.
 
So what do we need to think about? We have 
brought some key concepts that we’d like to share 
with you and that we are continually developing 
and refining.

Recovery

Relationship

The concept of recovery  includes the idea 
that the dog has the opportunity to be a dog . 
That is, to do dog stuff , like using their nose, 
run freely, get dirty, chew, and play with other 
dogs if they want to. In short, the ability to 
satisfy their needs based on for example their 
breed and age. This might also include 
receiving massage and, of course, rest. It’s 
important to do regular health tests with a 
veterinarian or a physiotherapist to ensure the 
dog is healthy and free from pain.



Joy when working is central. In other words, the 
dog experiences the work as fun, thanks to 
reinforcement and proper training. The 
participant in the intervention finds it joyful to 
interact with a skilled dog. It also means that the 
dog handler can turn situations into something 
positive with the help of the dog through play 
and games that involves the participant. We 
reflect a lot on how to develop and strengthen 
the joy and the positive in our interventions.
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To us, it’s really important to continually train 
your therapy dog. This training should be 
joyful and provide growth and learning for 
both the dog and the handler. Proper training 
strengthens their relationship, and the dog 
becomes increasingly versatile and useful . 
It’s through training that handlers have the 
opportunity to strengthen their four-legged 
colleagues, to increase their motivation and 
learn new things. We also think that a handler 
needs to keep their therapydog in physically 
good condition.

Training

Joy

 It should also be able to rely on the handler to 
read changes in mood and support them 
when needed. With that said, the dog needs to 
feel that they have control over their situation 
or else their work can create stress. 
For example, we might touch a chair and ask 
the dog do you want to jump up ? If the dog 
jumps up, or alternatively approaches the 
chair if it’s a small dog, then the dog is 
probably saying yes . But if the dog stays still, 
or lies down, or backs away, then it is likely 
saying no . So it’s important that we listen to 
and respect those signals, and that we’re 
attentive to changes in the dog’s behaviour as 
it can be a sign of pain or stress.
 
In our work as handlers for therapy dogs, we 
constantly learn about our dogs, about 
ourselves and our work with our participants. 
We also develop our capacities through 
regular training and education, internet-
meetings, and collaboration with colleagues 
and employers. We learn new games and skills 
for the dogs, develop our ways of training the 
dogs, and learn more about dogs and 
education in relation to human behaviour.
We see ourselves as the dogs’ advocates in the 
work that we engage them in.

To notice and understand
To notice and understand is a mutual process. 
Thanks to the concepts we have already talked 
about, this is where we end up. The handler 
and the dog know each other well; both 
should be able to communicate and listen to 
each other. The dog should ideally feel free 
and unforced and willing in its work.
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Practical exercises
You can choose to work with dice in different 
ways.
Option 1: A dice with six colours and plastic 
pockets [plastic sleeves] that is big enough for 
the dog to touch with its paw. This dice can also 
be combined with bowls that have the same 
colours as those on the dice.
Option 2: A dice with dots, big enough for the 
dog to lift it with its mouth or touch it with its 
paw.
Option 3: Five small dice that can be stacked on 
top of each other, which the dog can push over 
with its nose.
Example 1
When you have a dice with plastic pockets 
[plastic sleeves], you can choose what to put in 
the pockets depending on the purpose of the 
activity. For example, it can be various tasks 
that the participants have to perform. The dog 
handler can decide the level of difficulty.
If you choose to work with the colours on the 
dice, you can combine this with bowls with the 
same colours. You can put notes with 
instructions for different activities in the bowls. 
Or perhaps different kinds of beads that the 
participants can pick and thread on a string to 
practice their fine motor skills. You can also put 
edible content in the bowls ”fruits, vegetables, 
berries), which the participants can pick up 
using a fork or spoon. It is of course the dog 
that throws [rolls] the dice and decides which 
bowl each participant should pick from.
Example 2
When you’re using a dice with dots, you can 
vary the game infinitely. But a common option 
[game, exercise] is to practice addition and 
subtraction with the participants. When doing 
so, you can also use the dice in combination 
with the activation-game ”see further below).
Example 3
This exercise is perfect if you want to play yatzi 
with the participants. The dog sits on a chair at 
the table and knocks down the dice on the floor 
with its nose. One plus [advantage] with this 
game is that the participants can’t accuse each 
other of cheating since it is the dog that rolls 
the dice.

Dice

The idea behind these exercises is that you 
should be able to combine several different 
objects for different exercises with different 
target groups.

The Pause Mat [Resting Mat]
You can use this as a station and resting space 
for the dog. Train the dog to lie on the mat and 
wait for instructions. Make sure the dog knows 
that it should be on the mat between the 
different components of the exercise. This will 
ensure that you get a dog that is free from the 
risk of injury, and the dog also gets a natural 
chance to pause between the components

Colour Bingo
Materials – small beanbags, bingo cards
Purpose [aim]: chromatics [colour skills], 
cooperation, ability to take instructions
Prepare bingo cards with colours that match 
the colours of the beanbags. Make sure that 
the cards has some colours represented at 
least two times.
Instructions: hand out the bingo cards to all 
the participants. Nominate one participant to 
be the dog handler. One participant calls out 
the colour of the beanbag that the dog brings. 
The person who gets three cards in a row 
either vertically or horizontally wins. If you 
want to make it a bit more challenging, you 
can include numbers in the activity as well.
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Practical exercises
Activation game and nose work
Most dogs love working with their nose, so this 
can be utilised in a range of different activities 
within both care-settings and schools.
 
Example 1
Activation game to train fine motor skills
Target group: All ages that need fine motor skill 
training.
 
Ask the participants to hide dog treats in the 
activation game while the dog sits on the Resting 
Mat. In doing so, the participants get to train 
their fine motor skills, as well as their memory if 
you ask them to try to remember where the dog 
treats are hidden. This activity can be combined 
with a dice. The dog rolls the dice and decides  
how many treats should be hidden.
 
Example 2
Activation game to practice colours or numbers
Target group: older people and young children, 
or special schools
 
The activity can be done in the same way as 
described above, but you can choose an 
activation game with different colours or 
numbers to allow participants to practice these.
 

Example 3
Hide dog treats in a restricted space and time it
Target group: All ages ”the level of difficulty can 
be varied, but the activity requires some 
mobility)
The dog handler covers the dog’s eyes so it can’t 
see where the treats are being hidden. The dog 
then gets to search for them. While the dog is 
searching, the participants time it. You can 
repeat this 2-4 times ”depending on the dog’s 
stamina [endurance] and experience) and then 
compare the results. You can also combine this 
with practicing adding decimal numbers and 
repeat the position system.
 
Example 4
Lay a track with task-/reward stations 
Target group: children and teenagers with 
ability to move through terrain.
 
This activity requires that the dog is used to 
follow a human track and doesn’t get distracted 
by several people holding the tracing-leash . The 
dog handler must also prepare the activity by 
laying down the track and the stations prior to 
the intervention. Other than that, you can vary 
the activity infinitely. It can include anything 
from geometrical shapes to maths quizzes to 
solve, or perhaps different everyday items from 
the past. Your imagination is the only limit.
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Practical exercises
Bowling
By letting the participant and the dog to bowl 
together, you can practice a whole host of things
 
Example 1
Throw a ball or beanbag against the bowling pins 
and let the dog fetch [retrieve]
Target group: all ages with the ability to throw 
the beanbag/ball and/or with a need to practice 
gross motor skills.
In this activity, the dog and the participant can 
cooperate to try and knock over as many bowling 
pins as possible, or alternatively they can 
compete against each other.
 
Example 2
Throw treats among the bowling pins and let the 
dog search
Target group: all ages with the ability to throw 
the beanbag/ball and/or with a need to practice 
gross motor skills and fine motor skills.
The participant throws a treat among the bowling 
pins ”it requires some accuracy). The dog then 
searches for the treat. In the process, the dog 
hopefully knocks over a few bowling pins. It 
works well to do this activity also with a group of 
participants.
In both examples, the participants can practice 
addition by writing down and adding up how 
many bowling pins the dog or the participant has 
managed to knock over.
 
Example 3
Hide dog treats in a restricted space and time it
Target group: All ages ”the level of difficulty can 
be varied, but the activity requires some mobility)
The dog handler covers the dog’s eyes so it can’t 
see where the treats are being hidden. The dog 
then gets to search for them. While the dog is 
searching, the participants time it. You can repeat 
this 2-4 times ”depending on the dog’s stamina 
[endurance] and experience) and then compare 
the results. You can also combine this with 
practicing adding decimal numbers and repeat 
the position system.
 

Example 4
Lay a track with task-/reward stations 
Target group: children and teenagers with 
ability to move through terrain.
 
This activity requires that the dog is used to 
follow a human track and doesn’t get distracted 
by several people holding the tracing-leash . The 
dog handler must also prepare the activity by 
laying down the track and the stations prior to 
the intervention. Other than that, you can vary 
the activity infinitely. It can include anything 
from geometrical shapes to maths quizzes to 
solve, or perhaps different everyday items from 
the past. Your imagination is the only limit.
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